In the last ten years, significant progress has been made in understanding the first steps in visual processing. Thus, a large number of algorithms exist that locate edges, compute disparities, estimate motion fields and find discontinuities in depth, motion, color and intensity. However, the application of these algorithms to real-life vision problems has been less successful, mainly because the associated computational cost prevents real-time machine vision implementations on anything but large-scale expensive digital computers. We here review the use of analog, special-purpose vision hardware, integrating image acquisition with early vision algorithms on a single VLSI chip. Such circuits have been designed and successfully tested for edge detection, surface interpolation, computing optical flow and sensor fusion. Thus, it appears that real-time, small, power-lean and robust analog computers are making a limited comeback in the form of highly dedicated, smart vision chips.
INTRODUCTION'
Vision is simple! We open our eyes and, instantly, the world surrounding us is perceived in all its splendor: "Various books in their colorful dust-jackets clutter up my desk and I can see people move beyond the window." Yet Artificial Intelligence has been trying with limited success for over 20 years to endow machines with similar abilities. A large van, filled with computers and driving unguided at a mile per hour across gently sloping hills in Colorado is the most we have accomplished so far. On the other hand, computers can play a decent game of chess or prove simple mathematical theorems! It is ironic that we are unable to reproduce perceptual abilities which we share with most animals while some of the features distinguishing us from even our closest cousins, chimpanzees, can be carried out by machines. Vision is difficult! In the last ten years, significant progress has been made in understanding the first steps in visual processing. Thus, a large number of well-studied algorithms exist that locate edges, compute disparities along these edges or over areas, estimate motion fields and find discontinuities in depth, motion, color and texture (for an overview of current research see Horn and the special issue of the IEEE Proceedings in August of 1988 on computer vision). Two key problems remain. One is the integration of information from different modalities, i.e., how can disparity obtained from binocular stereo be combined with the depth information contained within the motion field?2'3 Fusion of information is expected to greatly increase the robustness and fault tolerance of current vision systems as it is most likely the key towards fully understanding vision in biological systems. The second, more immediate, problem is the fact that vision is very expensive in terms of computer cycles. Thus, one second worth of black and white TV adds up to approximately 64 million bits which need be transmitted and further processed (500 by 500 picture elements (pixels) sampled about 32 times per second at 8 bit per pixel). Since early vision algorithms are formulated as relaxation algorithms which need to be executed many hundreds of times before convergence, even supercomputers take their time. For instance, the 65,536 processor Connection Machine at Thinking Machines Corporation,4 with a machine architecture optimal from the point of view of processing two-dimensional images, still requires several seconds per image to compute depth from two displaced images.5 Performance on 68030, 80386 or RISC microprocessor based workstations is still slower.
Animals, of course, devote a large fraction of their nervous system to vision. Thus, about 270,000 out of 340,000 neurons in the house fly Musca domestica are considered to be "visual" neurons,8 while a third of the human cerebral 1Ts article has been adapted from a previously published chapter. 6 2 / SPIE Vol. Koch.6 cortex is given over to the computations underlying the perception of depth, color, motion, recognition etc. One way for technology to bypass the computational bottleneck is to likewise construct special-purpose vision hardware. Thus, in 1978 researchers at Hughes Research Laboratories9 used three 1-D strips of charge-coupled devices (CCD) clocked appropriately, to implement very local convolution operations. They demonstrated blurring and simple edge enhancement algorithms operating at about 10 kHz with a 4-bit intensity resolution.
Today, commercial vendors such as Imaging Technology or Daiacube, offer powerful and programmable digital systems on the open market for a few thousand dollars. Why, however, execute vision algorithms on digital machines when the signals themselves are analog? Why not exploit the physics of circuits to build very compact, analog special-purpose vision systems? This smart sensor paradigm, in which as much as possible of the signal processing is incorporated into the sensor and its associated circuitry in order to reduce transmission bandwidth and subsequent stages of computation, is starting to emerge as a possible competitor to more general-purpose digital vision machines.
ANALOG CIRCUITS FOR VISION: THE EARLY YEARS
This idea was first explicitly raised by Horn at MIT,'° when he proposed the use of a 2-D hexagonal grid of resistances to solve for the inverse Laplacian. This is the crucial operation in an algorithm for determining the lightness (in his case the reflectance) of objects from their image. An attempt to build an analog network for vision was undertaken by Knight in his PhD Thesis7 for the problem of convolving images with the difference of two Gaussians, a good approximation of the Laplacian of a Gaussian filter of Marr and Hildreth." The principal idea is to exploit the dynamic behavior of a resistor/capacitor transmission line, illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the limit that the grid becomes infinitely fine, the behavior of the system is governed by the diffusion equation:
If the initial voltage distribution is V(x, t = 0) and if the boundaries are infinitely far away, the solution voltage is given by the convolution of V(x, 0) with a progressively broader Gaussian distribution.7 Thus, a difference of two Gaussians can be computed by converting the incoming image into an initial voltage distribution, storing the resulting voltage distribution after a short time and subtracting it from the voltage distribution at a later time. A resistor/capacitor plane yields the same result in two dimensions. Practical difficulties prevented the successful implementation of this idea.
A different approach-exploiting CCD technology-for convolving images was successfully tried by Sage at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory,'2 based on an earlier idea of Knight.7 In this technology, incoming light intensity is converted into a variable amount of charge trapped in potential "wells" at each pixel. By using appropriate clocking signals, the original charge can be divided by two and shifted into adjacent wells. A second step further divides and shifts the charges and so on (Fig. 2) . This causes the charge in each pixel to spread out in a diffusive manner 0.063 r Fig. 2 . Schematic of a potential "well" CCD structure evolving over time. The initial charge across the 1-D array is proportional to the incoming light intensity. The charge packet shown in A is then shifted into the two adjacent wells by an appropriate clocking method. Since the total charge is conserved, the charge per well is halved (B). In subsequent cycles, (C, D and E) the charge is further divided and shifted, resulting in a binominal charge distribution. After several steps, the charge distribution is very similar to a Gaussian distribution. One practical drawback of this scheme is that large Gaussian filters result in a very broad and flat charge distribution over many wells, making the result suceptible to device noise. From Koch.6 described accurately by a binominal convolution. This represents, alter a few iterations, a good approximation to a Gaussian convolution. Sage extended this work to the 2-D domain'3 by first effecting the convolution in the x and then in the y direction. Their 288 by 384 pixel CCD imager convolves images (using up to 40 mixing cycles) at up to 60 times per second! Since CCD devices can be packed extremely dense-commercial COD image sensors with one million pixel are available-such convolvers promise to be remarkably fast and area-efficient. Recently, this technique has been further extended by Yang (this volume).
ANALOG VLSI AND NEURAL SYSTEMS
The current leader in the field of analog sensory devices that include significant signal processing is undoubtedly Carver Mead at Caltech.'4 During the last 5 years he has developed a set of subcircuit types and design practices for implementing a variety of vision circuits using subthreshold analog complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) VLSI technology. His best known design is the "Silicon" retina,15'16 a device which computes the spatial and temporal derivative of an image projected onto its phototransistor array. The version illustrated schematically in Fig. 3a has two major components. The photoreceptor consists of a phototransistor feeding current into a circuit element with an exponential current-voltage characteristic.'7 The output voltage of the receptor V is logarithmic over four to five orders of magnitude of incoming light intensity, thus performing automatic gain control, analogous to the cone photoreceptors of the vertebrate retina (for an up-to-date account of such phototransistors see Mann el a!., this volume). This voltage is then fed into a 48 by 48 element hexagonal resistive layer with uniform resistance values R. The photoreceptor is linked to the grid by a conductance of value G. An amplifier senses the voltage difference across this conductance and thereby generates an output at each pixel proportional to the difference between the receptor output and the network potential. Formally, if the voltage at pixel i, j is V, and the current being fed into the network at that location Ij = G(V11 -½j), the steady state is characterized by:
On inspection, this turns out to be the simplest possible discrete analogue of the Laplacian differential operator V2. In other words, given an infinitely fine grid and the voltage distribution V(x, y), this circuit computes the current I(a,, y) via V2V=RG(V-V)=RI. differentiation can be achieved by adding capacitive elements.'5 The required resistive elements of this circuit are designed by exploiting the current-voltage relationship ( Fig. 3b ) of a small transistor circuit, instead of using the resistance of a special metallic process. As long as the voltage across the device is within its linear range (a couple of 100 mV's), it behaves like a constant resistance whose value can be controlled over five orders of magnitude. The current saturates for larger voltage values, a nonlinearity with very desirable effects (see below). This, then, is the basic circuit element used for all vision chips coming out of Caltech.
The response of the silicon retina to a 1-D edge projected onto the phototransistors is shown in Fig. 3c . The voltage trajectory can be well approximated by the second spatial derivative of the smoothed brightness intensity. In 2-D the response is similar to that of convolving the image with the Difference-of-a-Gaussian edge detection operator." A different circuit18 computes a simple approximation of the optical flow field induced by a spatially homogeneous motion, such as when moving a pointing device over a fixed surface (e.g., an optical mouse).
A problem plaguing analog subthreshold circuits are random offsets which vary from location to location and are caused by fluctuations in the process accuracy as well as dark currents. Such offsets, while usually not problematic for digital circuits, can be very disruptive when operating in the subthreshold analog domain, given the exponential dependency of the drain current on the gate voltage.'4 This is particularly true when computing spatial or temporal derivatives. Mead14 (see also Mahowald, this volume) !as developed a variant of the "floating gate technology" used for resetting programmable read-only-memory cells (EPROM) by means of ultra-violet light. While previously the chips were bombarded with UV radiation to erase memory, Glasser'9 demonstrated how this technology could be used to selectively write a "0" or a "1" into the cell. Mead is the first to have applied this technique to the analog domain, by building a local feedback circuit at every node of the retina (Fig. 3) which senses the local current and attempts to keep it at or near zero by charging up a capacitor located between two layers of poly positioned above each node. Exposure to UV light excites electrons suficiently to enable them to surmount the potential barrier at the silicon/silicon dioxide interface. In order to adapt the retina, a blank, homogeneous image is projected for 10-20 minutes onto the chip in the presence of UV light. This effectively creates a "floating" battery at each pixel, inducing a current exactly counteracting the effect of the offset current at that particular location. It is even possible to demonstrate after-image-like pheneomena. Mahowald (this volume) discusses this further in the case of the silicon retina.
A further potential problem in designing the type of networks discussed here is that unwanted oscillations can spontaneously arise when large populations of active elements are interconnected through a resistive grid. These oscillations can occur even when the individual elements are quite stable. Using methods from nonlinear circuit theory, Wyatt and Standley2° have shown how this flaw can be circumvented. They have proven that if each linear active element in isolation is designed to satisfy the experimentally testable Popov criterion from control theory (which guarantees that a related operator is positive real), then stability of the overall interconnected system is guaranteed. Furthermore, their stability proof is not invalidated by the presence of any unmodelled nonlinear resistors or capacitors at unknown locations in the grid, as commonly occurs in integrated circuits.20
Mead's principal motivation for this work comes from his desire to understand and emulate neurobiological circuits.'4'16 He argues that the physical restrictions on the density of wires and the cost of communications imposed by the spatial layout of the electronic circuits are similar to the constraints imposed on biological circuits. Furthermore, the silicon medium provides both the computational neuroscience and engineering communities with tools to test theories under realistic, real-time conditions. To further the spread of this technology into the general academic community, all circuits are built via the silicon foundry MOSIS, even though this prevents the use of the latest circuit technology.
REGULARIZATION THEORY AND ANALOG NETWORKS
Problems in vision are usually inverse problems; the two-dimensional intensity distribution on retina or camera must be inverted to recover physical properties of the visible three-dimensional surfaces surrounding the viewer. More precisely, these problems are ill-posed in that they either admit to no solution, to infinitely many solutions, or to a solution that does not depend continuously on the data. In general, additional constraints must be applied to arrive at a stable and unique solution. One common technique to achieve this, termed "standard regularization" ,21
is via minimization of a given "cost" functional (for earlier examples of this see2225) . The first term in these functionals assesses by how much the solution diverges from the measured data. The second term measures how closely the solution conforms to certain a priori expectations, for instance that the final surface should be as smooth as possible. Let us briefly consider the problem of fitting a 2-D surface through a set of noisy and sparse depth measurements, a well-explored problem in computer vision.22 Specifically, a set of sparse depth measurements is given on a 2-D lattice, d, , which are assumed to be corrupted by some noise process. It is obvious that infinitely many surfaces, f , can be fitted through the sparse data set. One way to regularize this problem is to find the surface I that minimizes
in which A depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and the second sum only contains contributions from those locations I where data exist. Equation (4) A large number of problems in early vision, such as detecting edges, computing optical flow, estimating depth from two images etc. have a similar architecture, with resistive connections among neighboring nodes implementing the constraint that objects in the real world tend to be smooth and continuous. For instance, an algorithm for estimating depth from two images-exploiting an analogy between binocular stereo and optical flow-can be solved within a linear resitive network nearly identical to the one shown in Fig. 4a .29 This method uses the gradient of the image brightness to directly compute depth. It should be emphasized, however, that in some cases, such as computing the optical flow, the resistances in the network depend on data and may even be negative, making hardware implementation a nontrivial effort.
DISCONTINUITIES
The most interesting locations in any scene are arguably those locations at which some feature changes abruptly, for instance the 2-D optical flow at the boundary between a moving figure and the stationary background or the color across the sharp boundaries in a painting. Geman and Geman3° (see also31) introduced the powerful concept of a binary line process at location i, j, , which explicitly codes for the absence (li, = 0) or presence (li, = 1) of a discontinuity. Further constraints, such that discontinuities should occur along continous contours (as they do, in general, in the real world) or that they rarely intersect, can be incorporated into their theory, which is based on a statistical estimation technique (see also32). In the case of surface interpolation and smoothing, maximizing the 
where l and l7 are the horizontal and vertical depth discontinuities, A depends on the signal-to-noise ratio, a is a fixed parameter, and V a potential function containing a number of terms penalizing or encouraging specific configurations of line processes (for instance that they should occur along continuous contours). In the case of 1-D surface interpolation, a simple example is V(l) = 1 . In other words, the line process l between i and i + 1 will be set to 1 if the "cost" for smoothing, that is (f+i -f)2, is larger than the parameter a. Otherwise, 1 =0. In 2-D, this potential function can be considerably more complex.32' Discontinuities greatly improve the performance of early vision processes, since they allow algorithms to smooth over unreliable or sparse data as well as account for boundaries between figures and ground. Within the last years, they have been used to demarcate boundaries in the intensity, color, depth, motion, and texture domains.3'3035 Figure 5 demonstrates their advantages in the case of computing the optical flow field induced by moving objects.
Line discontinuities can be implemented in at least two different ways. In a hybrid implementation, each line process is represented by a simple binary switch.36 When the switch (representing lj) is open, no current flows across the connection between the two adjacent nodes i,j and i + 1, j, no matter what the voltage gradient between the two locations. If the switch is closed, i.e. l = 1 , the normal interaction between the values at points i, j and i + 1,j occurs. The network operates by switching between two distinct modes. In the analog cycle the network settles into the state of least power dissipation, given a fixed disfribuiion of swiiches. In the digital phase, the line processes are evaluated using eq. (6); i.e., the switches are set to the state minimizing eq. (6).
A much more elegant and completely analog implementation combines the binary line process with a linear resistance within a single two-terminal nonlinear circuit device.35'37 The key idea behind this "resistive fuse" is simple. Let us assume that we are discussing a particular physical process, e.g., surfaces. If the voltage gradient across the device-corresponding to the difference in depth between two neighboring values of the surface-is small, e.g., less than a112 to stay within the previous example of eq.(6), then the algorithm assumes that both points lie on the same surface but are corrupted by noise. In that case the device will act as a resistance and will conduct a current proportional to the voltage gradient. If however, the voltage across the device is above a threshold (e.g., a"2), the algorithm assumes that the two points lie on two different surfaces and no smoothing occurs, that is, the device open-circuits and no current flows. Figure 6 shows the measured I-V relationship for an analog version of such a resistive fuse.37 Since usually no a priori information exists as to the optimal value of a, it is best to adopt a deterministic annealing method for varying a, closely related to continuation methods for minimizing the associated non-convex variational functional of eq. (6). The notion of minimizing power in linear networks implementing quadratic regularization algorithms must be replaced by the more general notion of minimizing the total co-content J for these networks, where J = f' f(V')dV' for a resistor defined by I = 1(V).39 Figure 7 illustrates the performance of an experimental test circuit, demonstrating its robust performance.
The flow field shown in Fig. 5 was evaluated by having a conventional digital computer simulate the appropriate resistive network with fuses, in this case, two networks of the type shown in Fig. 4 and corresponding to the x and y components of the optical flow field, interconnected with linear resistances. The flow field-induced by the time-varying image intensity I(x, y, i)-is regularized using a first-order smoothness constraint.23 The amount of smoothing is governed by the constant conductance value R of the upper and lower horizontal grids.
ANALOG CHIPS VERSUS DIGITAL COMPUTERS
As we have seen, all of the above circuits exploit the physics of the system to perform operations useful from a computational point of view. Thus, the transient voltage or charge distribution at some time in the networks of Figs. 1 , 2 or 3 corresponds to the solution, in this case convolution of the image intensity with a Difference-ofa-Gaussian. In the networks derived from standard or non-standard regularization theory, the stationary voltage distribution corresponds to the interpolated surface (Fig. 4) or to the optical flow (Fig. 5) . These quantities are gov- erned by Kirchhoff 's laws, instead of being symbolically computed via execution of software in a digital computer. Furthermore, the architecture of the analog resistive circuits reflects the nature of the underlying computational task, for instance, smoothing, while digital computers-being Turing universal-do not. This difference has interesting implications for structure-function relationships in neurobiology. One of the advantages of analog circuits is that their operating mode is optimally suited to analog sensory data since they avoid any temporal aliasing problems. Furthermore, their robustness to imprecisions or errors in the hardware, their processing speed and low power consumption (Mead's retina requires less than 1 mW, most of which is used in the photo-conversion stage) and their small size make analog smart sensors very attractive for tele-robotic applications, remote exploration of planetary surfaces, and a host of industrial applications where their power hungry, heat producing, bulky and slow digital cousins are unable to compete.
The two principal drawbacks of analog VLSI circuits are their lack of flexibility and their imprecision. The above circuits are all hardwired to perform very specific tasks, unlike digital computers which can be programmed to approximate any logical or numerical operation. Only parameters associated with this algorithm, for instance the smoothness in the case of Figs. 4 and 5, can be varied. Thus, digital computers appear vastly preferable for developing and evaluating new algorithms; analog implementations should only be attempted after such initial exploration of algorithms. Furthermore, although 12-and even 16-bit analog-to-digital converters are commercially available, it seems unlikely that the precision of analog vision circuits will exceed 7 to 8 bits in the next years. However, for a number of important tasks, such as navigation or tracking, the incoming intensity data are rarely more accurate than 1%. Moreover, it seems unlikely that the individual circuit components in biological systems, neurons, process data with more than, at most, 100 levels of resolution, that is between 6 and 7 bits. One problem with the resistive networks derived from regularization theory is that the values of the individual circuit elements, such as conductances or voltage sources, can depend on the measured data or even be negavtive in value, raising problems with network stability. In the case of computing the optical flow ( fig. 5 ), the value of the conductance linking the top and bottom grids is given by the product of the spatial derivative G = Harris, formerly at MIT and now at Caltech, has shown how this problem can be circumvented via the use of so-called "constraint boxes" , which impose a generalized constraint equation.26'43 For the case of reconstructing surfaces using a smoother functional than the one of eq. (4) A team at MIT headed by J. Wyatt, and including B. Horn, 11.-S. Lee, T. Poggio and C. Sodini, is initiating an ambitious effort to fabricate analog, early vision chips exploiting different circuit technologies, such as CCD or mixed bipolar and CMOS devices. They plan to build various 2-D spatial correlator and convolver circuits, analog image memories as well as motion sensors. As part of this effort, new methods for estimating first and second image moments, that is for computing both the center of "gravity" as well as the axis of least inertia have been developed and successfully placed onto CMOS chips44 (Standley, Wyatt and Horn, this volume).
Fusion of information is being attempted in Koch's laboratory at Caltech, by integrating a set of simple resistive networks computing depth and depth discontinuities, with circuits locating edges and optical flow. Initially, only 1-D designs of these networks are attempted, greatly reducing the technical difficulties involved. A chip with 64 photoreceptors computing thresholded zero-crossings using the difference between two 1-D resistive grids has been built and works in a very robust manner45 (and this volume). Moreover, a number of different circuits estimating the 1-D optical flow using both the gradient as well as the correlation methods have been designed and tested46 (e.g., Bair and Koch, this volume; Moore and Koch, this volume). Furthermore, in order to demonstrate that such analog chips with on-board photoreceptor arrays are robust enough to work in a real-time environment, a number of vision chips have been placed onto small mobile vehicles navigating auntonomously in a laboratory environment. 47 A number of other laboratories, such as Rockwell's International Science Center, are also engaged in efforts to build early vision sensors (Mathur, Liu, Wang, Koch, and Luo, this volume). Thus, it appears that the analog computers of the 1940s and 1950s (for a discussion of their use see48), until recently considered extinct, are making a limited sort of comeback in the form of highly dedicated smart, fast and power-lean vision chips.
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